PROFESSIONAL

Professional Curling Iron

Congratulations!
You now own one of the most innovative hairstyling tools
to be introduced to the hair industry;
the Karmin G3 Salon Pro Professional Clipless Curling Iron!
Please be sure to read through this manual before
using your new Karmin Clipless Curling Iron in order to keep
your styling iron in top performing shape as well as for helpful
styling tips. Start creating your natural looking waves and curls
today with the Karmin G3 Salon Pro Clipless Curling Iron!

About Your New
Karmin G3 Salon Pro Clipless Curling Iron
This Clipless Curling Iron has been designed to help you to create flawless,
natural looking curls and waves effortlessly and in less time than a conventional
spring curling iron. Ceramic and tourmaline technology leave hair smooth,
shiny and full of bounce, creating curly and wavy hairstyles that last all day.
The temperature of 410 F (210 C) makes the Karmin G3 Salon Pro Clipless Curling
Iron perfect for all hair types and textures.

Safety Instructions
When using electrical appliances, especially if children are present, basic safety
precautions should be followed at all times;
Please read all of the instructions before using this appliance.
- ALWAYS unplug your curling iron after use.
- Do NOT touch the heating barrel.
- ALWAYS keep your curling iron away from water to avoid damage and electric
shock.

- As with most electrical appliances, electrical ports are electrically charged even
when the switch is off (so please be careful).
- Do NOT reach for any electrical appliance that has fallen into water, if this
happens, unplug the appliance immediately.
- Do NOT use any attachments that are not recommended by the manufacturer.
- Do NOT use this curling iron for any other use other that what is stated in this
manual.
- NEVER operate the appliance if it has a damaged cord or plug, if it is not
working properly or has fallen into water.

Please Note
The Karmin G3 Salon Pro Clipless Curling Iron is designed to provide soft, smooth
curls and waves without using any extra styling aids such as hair spray and shine
serums, however, if your hair is dry, damaged or difficult to hold curls you may
wish to use styling products such as a shine serum or curl enhancer. A flexible
hold hairspray is also a great way to help hold your style and still allow natural
movement.

Helpful Styling Tips
1. Use your curling iron only after you have washed your hair. This will prevent
hair residue from building up on the plates of your styling iron which can cause
damage to your hair.
2. Use your curling iron on dry hair only. This Professional Curling Iron is meant for
dry hair styling only, do not use on damp or wet hair, as hair becomes more
prone to damage when not completely dry.
3. For bleached, fragile, damaged and/or fine hair types, the lowest temperature
setting is recommended.
4. For coarse, thick and/or resistant hair that is in a healthy condition, the
maximum heat setting is recommended to save time and effort.

5. It is highly recommended that with any type of heat styling, that you use a
heat protectant styling aid on your hair first, to keep it looking its best. We
recommend Pro Naturals Moroccan Argan Oil with Heat Protectant which is
available online.
* As a safety precaution it is highly recommended that you wear the heat
protective glove that came with your curling iron to avoid burning yourself as
the barrel is extremely hot.

Creating Soft Curls Using Your
Karmin G3 Salon Pro Clipless Curling Iron
1. Once your hair has been washed and dried, section hair in layers so that you
can work from the under layers of your hair and up.
2. Hold your curling iron so that the handle is facing upward and the end of the
barrel is facing downward.
3. Taking a half inch section of hair at a time, use your free hand to wrap the
section of hair around the barrel, starting from the top near the handle,
towards the tip of the barrel.

Creating Large Curls Using Your
Karmin G3 Salon Pro Clipless Curling Iron
1. Once your hair has been washed and dried, section hair in layers so that
you can work from the under layers of your hair and up.
2. Hold your curling iron so that the handle is facing upward and the end of
the barrel is facing downward.
3. Taking 1 – 1.5 inch sections of hair at a time, use your free hand to
wrap the section of hair around the barrel, starting from the top near the
handle, towards the tip of the barrel.

4. To create larger, looser curls you want to wrap the sections of hair tightly yet
spaced around the barrel of the iron, you will see the barrel in between the
hair as it is wrapped around.
5. Hold the section of hair for 5 -10 seconds, making sure to keep your fingers
away from the barrel, before releasing the hair. Repeat until all of your hair has
been curled.

Creating Natural Looking Waves Using Your
Karmin G3 Salon Pro Clipless Curling Iron
1. Once your hair has been washed and dried, section hair in layers so that you
can work from the under layers of your hair and up.
2. Hold your curling iron so that the handle is facing upward and the end of the
barrel is facing downward.
3. Taking a 2 inch section of hair at a time, use your free hand to wrap the
section of hair around the barrel, starting from the top near the handle,
towards the tip of the barrel.

4. To create natural looking waves you want to wrap the sections of hair loosely
and spaced around the barrel of the iron, you will see the barrel in between
the hair as it is wrapped around.
5. Hold the section of hair for 5 -10 seconds, making sure to keep your fingers
away from the barrel, before releasing the hair. Repeat until all of your hair is
wavy.

Creating a Modern Hairstyle Using Your
Karmin G3 Salon Pro Clipless Curling Iron
1. For a more modern hairstyle, leave a couple of inches near your roots straight.
2. Use a large paddle to brush out your large curls for a style that is wavy and
full of volume.
3. Use your fingers to separate and shape curls or waves after styling.
4. Have fun with your Karmin G3 Salon Pro Clipless Curling Iron and create a look
all your own by using all of the above styling techniques randomly on your
hair.

How to Take Care of Your
Karmin G3 Salon Pro Clipless Curling Iron
Properly cleaning and storing your styling iron will ensure that your new
appliance performs at its best at all times.
- ALWAYS turn off and unplug your curling iron before cleaning and storing it.
- When cleaning your curling iron always be sure that it is unplugged and cool.
Using a soft, clean cloth, gently wipe the barrel and handle of your curling iron.
It is recommended to do this after every use to avoid residue from building up
on the barrel of your curling iron.
- NEVER use any type of chemical cleaner, thinner, gasoline, alcohol or any other
household cleaner as this will cause damage to your curling iron.

- To properly store your curling iron, hang it up using the loop at the base of the
handle or in a drawer.
- Do NOT wrap the cord around the curling iron. You may loop it loosely for
storage purposes, being careful not to fold or crimp the cord.

Warranty
This product is guaranteed from defects to be found by faulty workmanship or
material for the period of 2 Years from the date of purchase. The proof of date
of sale is required for the validity of the guarantee. This guarantee is no longer
valid if the damage has been caused by the product being dropped or been
repaired by any unauthorized person.
To verify the authenticity of your Professional Clipless Curling Iron and also to
register your warranty online, visit www.karminhairtools.com/register

Thank You!
Thank you not only for choosing Karmin
but for also helping children in need.
When you purchase any Professional Hairstyling Tool
from Karmin, 5% of the sales goes to help
feed children who don’t have enough to eat.

Read more at
www.karminhairtools.com/karmin-care-fund
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